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In May, 1963, the Department of Atmospheric Science of Colorado 
State University began an investigation of certain aspects of infrared 
radiation transfer through the earth's atmosphere .under NASA contract 
number NASr-147. The basic objectives of the study were: (1) to in-
vestigate the relationship between actual earth surface temperature and 
the temperature of cloud tops and the observed temperatures of these 
surfaces as measured by radiometers aboard aircraft and meteorological 
satellites, (2) to provide ground and low level aircraft support for field 
studies conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
(3) to investigate the relationship between cloud top radiation and the air 
temperature outside the cloud at cloud top height, (4) to investigate the 
spectral emissivity characteristics of (a) various cloud types and (b) 
the surface of the earth in desert, grassland, and forested regions. 
During the period covered by this progress report (May 1963 -




The initial emphasis of this objective has been an investigation 
of the relationship between actual temperatures of the surface of the 
earth and the black body temperature as measured by a radiometer 
mounted on the underside of a Cessna 180 aircraft, and by channel 2 
(8-13 micron band) of TIROS VII. Basically this objective stems from 
the need for a better understanding of the transmission losses in the 
"window" region of the spectrum of the terrestrial radiation passing 
through the earth's atmosphere. 
Several researchers (Bandeen, et. al., 1961; Fritz and Winstonl 
1962; Hanel and Stroud, 1961) have used 'JharUlel 2 measurements from 
TIROS satellites to estimate surface te~ratures of the earth under 
··2·· 
clear skies. These estima~ed surface temperatures were invariably 
several degrees too low. Wark. et. a1. (1962) has shown that, even 
though the absorption coefficiems of water vapor and ozone are rela-
tively small in the window region, certain corrections in the satellite 
measurement of outgoing l:errestrial radlatlon intensity are necessary 
to account for the influence of these two atmospheric consHutents. In 
each of the studies reported l however, no exact values of the earth I s 
surface temperature were known. 
In the investigation discussed in this report. an attempt was 
made to obtain accurate measurements of actual earth surface temper-
atures in an area of nearly uniform vegetation and terrain. Surface 
temperature measurements were made during different seasons and at 
various times of the day and night, each observation time corresponding 
to the time of an overpass of TIROS VIr. Concurrent with each over-
pass, a profile of outgoing radiation measurements were recorded from 
the earth surface to airplane ceiling height (approximately 17. 000 -
19, 000 feet m. s.l.). The radi.ometer used for these measurements 
was the infrared radiometer, modelIT-2, manufactured by the Barnes 
Instrument Co. 
Radiat.ion data. from channel 2 of TIROS VI[ meteorological 
satellite are currently bei.ng analy:~ed by Dr. Fuji.ta of the University 
of Chicago. This report will discuss only 'the measurements made 
at the earth surface and from the airplane. 
Site Requirements and Method of Measurements 
Measu rement of the earth surface temperatures: Emphasis 
to date has been placed on collection of accurate temperature meas-
urements over a region of relaiively uniform vegetation within the 
Pawnee National Grassland of Northeastern Colorado. Vegetation 
within the grassland region consists, for the mos! part, of short 
native buffalo and grama grasses. A few. small scattered acreages 
within the national grassland are under cultivation. mostly to winter 
wheat. Only small differences in outgoing radiation are noted ~etween 
the wheat fields and adjacent; pas~.ureland8 during most seasons. 
Fig. 1 shows the location of the Pawnee :'Jational Grassland. Fig. 2 
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Fig. 1 N~ap of grassland region used in NASA radiation field study. 
Pawnee National Grassland area is double hatched; regional 








General view looking north across sl1ri'ace ten--~perature 
measure:C!.1ent site. Pawnee National Grassland, Colorado. 
Instrurn,entation for measurelTlent of surface te{uperatures has 
been installed near the geographical center of the national :~rassland 
approximately fifteen nliles west of Grover. Colorado. Twenty-eight 
sensors were used in the first installation network. The sensors 
consisted of small electronic stabistors spread over a circle of 100 
foot radius. Changes in the teen,perature of the stabistor produced a 
linear change in its resistance and was recorded by a wheatstone 
bridge circuit. Due to dal,'lage by rodents, this unit was replaced in 
November 1963 by a second GlOdel which el:'l.ployed forty therr,l.istor 
sensors spread over an area of 1, 000 foot radius. SilllUltaneous <l1.eas-
ure:i.J.1.ents using both units indicated midday temperature differences 
of less than 0.3° C. 
The true temperature of the surface of the earth is, at be3t, 
an extremely nebulou~; value. This is due pril,1arily to the extremely 
steep gradients of temperature(both in the horizontal and in the vert-
ical) that frequently exist in this zone. A perfect sensor for measuring 
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the true surface tec~;.Jerature would ~lave to be infinitely thin and possess 
ther.L:lal and :cl.oisture properties identical to those of the soil particles 
theL'lselves. The presence of grass or other vegetation is a further 
cOic.1poundinJ factor in the ~-;ieasurer;H~nt of earth surface te':'1peratures. 
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of temperatures in and around a sl":""lall 
clUlL'll=' of buffalo Jrass at 0900 on January 21, 1934. The ter.Llperature 
distribution shown in this figure are given as an example of the steep-
ness of the temperature gradients in the r.1.icrolayer and indicate the 
difficulty of positioning sensors for determininJ true averages of surface 
teG:cperature. Tet:lperatures shown in this figure were obtained by 
using a portable therrllistor probe. 




Fi~. 3 Distribution of surface ter:.'lperature in and around a buttalo 
.:;r8ss clu.·,·~p 0900 II,!J:ST, January 21, 193~. 
To overcone, at least in l:.;art, the above described difficulties, 
the sensors used were: (1) physically as s.!.llall as practical, (2) painted 
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the same color as the soil surface (li,3'ht ~rey), and (3) coated while 
the paint was still wet wit~1 one layer of dust. Fi.:.r. 4 shows a com-
'Parison of size of the two sensors used .• 
Fig. 4 20mparison of size of bead thermistor and stabistor units 
used for surface temperature measurements. 
The sensors were placed randomly over the site area. Some 
were located insic~e grass clumps, others on the bc:.re ::rround between 
clumps. The stabistor sensors vvhich were placed on the bare :;round 
were pressed halfway into the soil so that they measured the integrated 
temperature across tl1e zone from It mm a?ove to It mm below the 
soil surface. The bead thermistor':.; which replaced the stabistors are 
less than 1 mm thick and were installed flU311 with the soil surface. 
Fositioning of the sensors is chec:<:ed prior to each measurement. 
FiZ. 5 
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--:. ~ ::~:" ", . 
"Tent" shields used to elL-jnate radiation heating of the 
stabiGtor units. 
To prevent erroneous ter-_lperature neasureLlents due to radiation 
heating of the sensors during observation periods with strong sunshine, 
"tent" shields (fig. 5), made froLl louvered alui:Clinu~n screen were placed 
over the stabistor units a few L£linutes before o:Jservation ti:"le. Meas-
urements with and without the shields indicated insignificant tem.1Jerature 
differences for the therElistor beads. Po shields are used over the 
therr.listor bead units. 
Recording of surface tei.1'qera.ture ;.leasurements from the network 
of sensors required approxir.L:,ately fifteen .L-l1inutes for the stabistor unit 
and five ininutes for the therE-;.istor unit. Two sets of- E1.eaSure:Glents are 
averages for each TIROS VII satellite overpass fliJht. 
Chances in earth surface te:;::'.perature within t!le recorclin3 period 
are always r-..:mch si.l1aller t:lan tile difference between i" ... :..eaSUreiJ.lent points. 
Table 1 shows a sample of averaje s-~lrface tej'-"lperatures with their 
I 
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standard cieviations for different times of the day and night. Table 1 
. als,o shows a com.parison of averaJe tel!.'lperatures as :t11easured :q 
the theri-~'.istor units to averase black body tei~1perature :':-.leasured by 
t~1e 3 0 view ~ 8-13 r..:licron filter radiol~let~r held approxiI:'1ately twelve 
inches above the thermistor units. 
The effect of er.cliosivity on the corn.parioon of actual te_~lpera­
ture to blac:{ body radiation te!: .. 1perature needs :;::.1uch further investi:;a-
Hon. 1-:.. pilot, labo~atory study on the emissivity of grassland Goils is 
ziven in i.:.ppendix L. 
Air temperatures and relative hU:-.l.J.idities are l,.:~easui~ed by a sling 
psychrometer. 
Date 
TABLE 1. 1-... ctual ancL :alack Body Te:l_1peratures. 
?awnee National Grasslanc1~ February 10 and 11. 193 Ll. 
1-..ctual '!:t.acLiation 
MGT 8urface St2.nda:cc~ Black Body Gtandard 
Time Tel."'n.p. 0('"1 !:' aviation 0 ': Ter[lP. 0 C Leviation 0 C v 
1100 17.2 '" c: .). oJ 1"i. 0 3.2 
1300 23; '1 3.2 21;. Ll 3. 2 
1500 13.5 3. 3 1'7. 1 3. 4 
1935 L1. S 1.5 2. ~ 1.3 
2130 - 3. S 1.1 - 3. 2 1. 3 
233J 7.5 1.3 5 n • J , (\ v. oJ 
12/11/34 0130 - 7.1 La - ' 5~ 3 2. ~ 
I 0330 - 7.5 J. 3 - 5. 1 O. ::: 
! 05 LlO Ll. Ll O. '7 3 • .3 1.0 
0735 - 2 fo. 1.0 - 3.2 O. '7 . ~ J 
09L~5 3. L1 1. '? 7.2 1. 17 
1150 12.0 1.3 11. 9 0.3 
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Aircraft radiation 1.ileasurements: .i:,irbornz n1eaGUre::~ients 
0:Z terrestrial radiation are ootainecl u3in:; the IT-2 infrared radioLleter 
(Barnes Instrument Co.) :C~lounted on a Seosna 130 airplane. The IT-2 
radio.-1J.eter e;:~1ploys an indiu.c:l antL':'.onide AR coated filter sYGte;:xl 
whic~1 is transparent across the 8 to 13 L1icron reJ'ion of the electro-
naenetic spectru:U:l. TranSI"_lission curves supplied by the Barnes 
Instrul-.. :.:=nt Co. indicate' that the trans:c.c~ission of tl1is filter :cnay extend 
well beyond 13 [.ilicrons. Independent spectral calibration of the total 
ii.1strU, .. ent is planned. 
The view angle of the radiOlT;.eters used in the satellite overpass 
fli,:;'ht:J is apfJroxirnately 30°. Table 2 S~10WS the relation between view 
area anc~ heiJht. FiJs. 3 through 11, taken at increasin3' altitudes 
8bove t~1e zrassland site 3how the area viewed by tl1e racliol .. 1eter. 
TABLE 2. Lrea Viewed by the IT-2, 30° Eadiol1"leter at 
Various :;:-ieilhts 
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Respon:Je tL,"11e of thz radio:::::lzter is adjustable for eiti1er 50 or 
5·J:) ,:'.illiseconds, tl1e later beinJ used on ~-::1ost flights to conforl.1 to 
ti12 response tL.e of the recoI"'der used and also to reduce back:round 
"noiGe" caused by s~".:.1all areas of non-representative surface tei. '.pera-
tu:t e3. 
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Fig. 6 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 6,000 feet above 
the surface. Pawnee National Grassland. 
-11-
Fig. 7 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 7.000 feet above 
the surface. Pawnee National Grassland. 
-12-
Fig. 8 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 8,000 feet above 
the surface. Pawnee National Grassland. 
-13-
Fig. 9 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 9,000 feet above 
the surface. Pawnee National Grassland. 
-14-
Fig. 10 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 10,000 feet above 




Fig. 11 Area viewed by 30° radiometer from 11,000 feet above 
the surface. Pawnee National Grassland. 
ERRATA 
After printing of this report, it was discovered that the 
wrong filter was installed in the 9-11 micron radiometer. 




EQUIVALENT BLACK BODY RADIATION IN CAVCM}'MI .. 








440 410 .420 .430 
8-1:5 MICRON 9-11 MICRON DIFFERENCE 
ORBIT 51.' 
JANUARV 24,1954 
Comparison of 8 -13 anc~ 9 -11 L1icron filter radio:caeter 
for orbit 32 L.i:5. 
L second r'adiorD"eter, identical to t~1e first except for a narrower 
band filter system centered on 10.6 L1.icrons with a half-power band of 
1. 1 microns has been flown alongside the 3-13 clicron radio::..eter on 
several fli~hts. FiG. 12 shows a cO:~1parison of the radiation tempera-
ture froLl the two instruments over the F2.wnee National Grassland. 
A third radiometer, identical to the first except for a 3 0 view 
angle rather than t11e 30 0 view is used for slJecial studies over grass-
land, desert, {J.10untain and water areas. 
SuppleE1.ental aircraft i"11eaSurements:An aerograph was carried 
aboard the aircraft on each overpass flizht. Vlith this instrument a 
,complete record of air teD:J.perature, relative huc1.idity and pressure was 
obtained. Clock failure resulted in loss of these data for a nUl'll.ber of 
flights between October 20 and November 20, 1933. Precipitable water 
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for use in tlle CO~lpUto.tiOl1S of radiation transfer were obtained for 
this period fro;::: radiosonde sounding3 frOIl1. the U. S. V eather 
Bureau office in I:enver, Colorado. 
An Zpp18y pyrheliOi:-_l.eter was l.llounted on the top of the plane 
and was flown on a nU·:!:lber of flights during the autUl",.'ln of 1933. 
Lata recorded fro;:--,~ this instrm"2.l.ent was cOi,-1pared with a pyrhelio-
ID.eter at ground level as part of a study to quantitatively evaluate 
the role of atmospheric haze on radiation attenuation. A discussion 
of the results of these ::::,leaSUrel!.lents is found in Lppendix B. 
Analysis and Discu:J:::;ion of Data 
Figs. 13 throu~h L13 show one-;:-n.inute averages of terrestrial 
radiation measured by the aircraft radio[neter for the TIhOS VII 
overpasses between July, 1863 and February~ 1934. Radiation in 
these grap!1s is expressed as equivalent black body teLlperature (0 C) 
for cO{".Llparison with surface and air tern.perature. 
During the first fifteen to twenty i-n.inutes of the first leg of 
each flight~ the plane flew over ':~.1any types of surfaces - - farrnland 
vegetation, s:cnall lakes, trees, etc., before reaching the grassland 
region. After cli:t:lbing to ceiling height, the airplane flew a criss-
cross pattern over a t~l.irty i:':lile diaEleter circle (corresponding to 
the view area of the TIReS satellite radioi-c1.eter) for a short period 
spanning the satellite overpass tL,.le. FroEl. the third leg of each 
flight, a profile of radiation was m.easured directly above t:le soil 
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Fi~. 13 l'/~inute averages of black body radiation ternperatures rtleasured 
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.. "'. LIGHT HAZE IN ·si Cloud Cover SITE AREA 
02~0 0220 0230 0240 02'50 03'00 0310 03'20 0330 03140 03'50 0400 0410 
M. S. Time 
Fig. 15 LCinute avera.g-es of black body radiation tel-nperatures 
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TABLE 5. Surface and Aircraft Measurements. South Dakota 
Balloon and Satellite Field Study, June 26, 1963. 
Location 
Time 
Radiometer temp. (0 C), 1T-1 
Radiometer temp. (0 C), 1T-2 
Number observations, 1T-1 
Number observations, 1T-2 
Soil surface temp. (0 C) 
Number observations 
Air temp. (0 C) 
Relative humidity (%) 




5 mi. SE Mitchell 













7 mi. S. White River 











balloon above clouds 
Fig. 46 shows the 8-13 micron radiation temperature measured 
by the T1RDS channel 2 radiometer aboard the balloon gondola. Fig. 
46 supplied by Dr. Bartman of the University of Michigan. 
The second objective of this phase of the study will be to obtain 
the measurements of earth surface temperatures and radiation in the 
8-13 and 9-11 micron band of the spectrum over a vegetationless desert 
region, a dry lake bed near Edwards Air Force Base, California. Meas-
urements at approximately 20,000 and 45, 000 feet will be compared to 
actual surface temperatures and to T1ROS VII measurements if available. 
30 
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This objective is a study of the black body radiation temperature 
of cloud tops as compared to the air temperature outside the clom at 
the same altitude. The optical depth of the cloud i. e. the distance into 
the cloud that the radiometer 11 sees ") is dependent upon both the density 
and the nature of the cloud droplets. Cirriform and other thin cloud 
layers do not absorb all the incoming radiation. Satellite radiometers 
tend to overestimate the temperature of these cloud tops. 
From the small amount of data collected thus far, (Table 6) 
it appears that the water droplets of cumulus cloud tops are several 
degrees colder than the· air at the same altitude. The difference in 
temperature is probably due to the fact that the droplets at the top of 
the cloud are being cooled by evaporation. Measurements over an 
alto-cumulus cloud deck, however, showed cloud droplet temperatures 
somewhat warmer than the free air temperature at cloud top height. 
The lack of suitable clouds, in particular, clouds with tops 
below 18, 000 feet over the high plains of northern Colorado have 
limited this phase of the study. A field trip to the Gulf of Mexico 
region is planned for early April to study cloud radiati.on character-
istics. 
OB.TECTIVE IV 
The investigation of spectral emissivity characteristics of clouds 
and earth surfaces has been delayed until the University of Michigan 








TABLE 6. Comparison of Cloud Radiation Temperatures to Air 
Temperatures (8 -13 micron) 
Time Altitude Cloud Type 
Black Body Air 
Temp. ° C Temp. °c 
Over site at Briggsdale, Colorado 
1522 18,000 Thin cirrus top - 6. a -12. 5 
1540 18,000 Between layers at clouds - 5.0 -13. a 
1549 15,000 Alto-cumulus top -10.0 - 6. 6 
1550 14,500 Alto-cumulus top - 9.0 - 6. 6 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
1114 17,500 Alto- cumulus top -10.5 -18.8 
1116 18,000 . Alto-cumulus and alto- '-15.5 -19.4 
stratus deck 
1125 18,000 Alto- cumulus top -17.0 -20.5 
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APPENDIX A 




A series of tests were conducted in an environmental chamber 
to determine the sensitivity of the Barnes Infrared Radiometer instru-
ments. 
In these tests a radiometer with a 9-11 micron filter was located 
in the chamber above a seven foot square area covered with about three 
inches of grassland topsoil. The soil used was typical of that found in 
Northeastern Colorado where aircraft and ground measurements are 
being conducted to determine surface temperatures. The sensing head 
of the radiometer was positioned such that its field of view included only 
area covered by the topsoil. Conditions in the chamber were stabilized 
near 25° C. and 20% relative humidity. 
The actual tests involved the use of two smaller areas of the 
same topsoil which were superimposed upon the larger base area. One 
of these had an area equal to about 6% of the total area view2d by the 
radiometer, the other 24%. 
These smaller areas were then heated or cooled so that a 
stabilized temperature differential (T a - T
b
) existed between them 
and the base area. 
that of the base). 
(T is the temperature of the small area and 
a 
After this temperature differential was established, the sm~ller 
areas were moved to various positions with respect to the center of the 
viewing area of the radiometer and the following measurements were 
recorded: 
The distance from the center of the smaller area to the center 
of the viewing area in terms of percentage of viewing area radius was 
plotted as an abscissa (D). 
A-I 
The temperatures measured by the radiometer with the smaller 
areas in these various positions were recorded and converted to equiva-
lent black body radiation values (R? The radiometer measured 
temperature of the uniform base area was also converted to an equiva-
lent black body radiation value (R >. The difference (Ro - R') 
was then converted to a percent ch~nge in R (R - R'>/ R x 100% 
and plotted as the ordinate (~Ro). 0 0 0 
The temperature differentials were created and maintained by 
an electrically powered nichrome wire grid for heating and dry ice 
under an aluminum plate for cooling. 
The change in radiation due to an area of temperature differential 
is proportional to the magnitude and area of the differential and inversely 
proportion to its distance from the center of the area being viewed. Thus 
the area near the center of the viewing field is the most important in de-
termining the mean temperature of the field as measured by this radio-
meter. 
As can be seen from the accompanying figures (Figs. A.I-9) 
even when a temperature differential of 13. 3° C. exists over 24% of 
the view area, the maximum radiation change is only about 11 % 
(Fig. A. 1). 
The amount of this maximum change is, of course, still lower 
when the area and/ or magnitude of the differential is decreased. The 
maximum change in radiation when a temperature differential of 13. 9° C. 
covers 6% of the view area is only about 2% (Fig. A.8). 
The values of temperature differentials used are thought to 
approximate those actually occurring in the field. 
Soil Emissivi'!y' 
The emissivity of the grassland soil was estimated in the following 
way: 
A portable infrared source (Model 11-140, Extended Area Infra-
red Radiation Source manufactured by the Barnes Engineering Company) 
with an emissivity of 0.92 + 2% was put into the environmental chamber 
and left there so that its temperature became equal to that of the soil. 
The 9-11 micron radiometer was then used to measure the emitted 
radiation from each surface separately. At the time of the test, the 
A-2 
temperatures of the emitting surfaces were 26. 2° C. and 26. 3° C. for 
the reference source and soil respectively. The outgoing radiation as 
measured by the 9-11 micron radiometer was the same for both surfaces. 
If one allows for the error introduced by the instruments, the 
temperatures of the two surfaces are also equal. Thus one can con-
clude that the emissivity of the soil used was approximately equal to 
that of the reference source (e = O. 92) . 
Further emissivity tests are planned, both in the environmental 
chamber and in the field using an "emissivity box" similar to the one 
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FiS-. A. 1 Relationship between radiometer i~':-leaGUre[~lent and the 
position of a teL";lperature differential of given magnitude 
and area. .AT = 13.3 0 C. A = 24%. 
AR. 
10.,. 
Radiometer Sensitivity - Jan. 24, 1964 
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FiJ. A. 2 Same as FiB". A. 1. 
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RQdlOmeter Sens ItlYlty - Jan. 28. 1964 
Area of temp. differential 






Same as Fig. A. 1. .6.T = -6. 1 0 C. A"" 24%. 
Dec. 10. 1963 
A=6"1o 
(AT) .. !S.3·C 
9-11)01-
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Radiometer Sensitivity - Oec. 6,1963 
Area of temp. differential 
region A= 6.,. of view 
area 
9-11p 
Same as Fig. A. 1. 
A = 6%. 
6.T = -7.8° C. ~T = -5.2° c. 
4.,. 
Radiometer SensitiVity - Nov. 22 1963 
Area of temp. differential 





Same as Fig. A.!. 
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Dec. 9, 1963 
150.,. 
Sal.":.le as Fig. A. 1. ~T = -15.1 0 C. 
A-a 
1. = Go/a. 
1:..?F .2N:CIX B 
i".n Indirect l:.pproaci.l for the Svalu2.tion of the 
:::oncentration of Particulate Eaterial in Ltm.ospheric Haze 
by 
..:,. D. Tabler 
Introduction 
v: hen aircraft D1easure:..-nents of out3'oing terrestrial radiation 
in the 3 -13 i::""licron waveband were co~'-1.pared to 8.ctual earth surface 
te~-::.i.peratu:;.~es for variou::;; synoptic conditions it was observed that the 
2.Dsorption of radi2.tion by the at~Dosphere is related to the turbidity 
of the lowest layers of the atn:wsphere. Absorption of long wave rad-
iation by the at;:-~losp~lere for six cases when the aircraft observer re-
ported light to dense haze 8.veraged 11. 1 % greater than for 8.n equal 
nU~:.lber of "clean" aL-::1.osphere cases. 
The effect of at;::lospheric haze on inco:ming solar radiation was 
also ;'-_leasurecl. i. nU,-.lber of fliJhts were G12de with an Eppley pyrhelio-
nleter rcloL~ntecl on the top of the airplane (Fig. B .1). llleasurelTlents 
with this instrutn.ent we:ce recol~ded sit . .rultaneously with another Eppley 
pyrhelio~;leter at t~le surface. FrO{~l cOi,-lparison of these i-':'leasnre-
;:::':l.ents (Fics. :3.2, 3, 4) one can :5·et 2.n estL.1"".a te of the ab:::''"1Y'ption of 
solar radiation by haze layers. 
:)b.iective 
To test the feasibility of this alJproach to e·le qucmtitative evalua-
tion of the den3ity of at:..noSiJheric haze, an experi:'-_lent was conducted 
to deteri·:line the dust content of t~le lower 8.i:c over :2'ort ':ollins, Colorado 
usins the Brooks(1859) equation for transi.:J.ittance of whole spectrum 
di:cect beal,.l solar T2.diation. 
B-1 
~"'ig. .3. 1 ~~)pley pyrheliometer mounted on top of the aircraft 
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~ 0.00 
Fig. :3. 2 
0.40'-----........ -----&..-----''------''----.... 
1410 1420 1430 1440 14S0 1500 
M.S. TIME 
Simultaneous measurements of incoming solar radiation 
from _2::ppley pyrheliometers on the ground and on the top 
of the ::::essna 180. November I, 1964. 
B-2 
Fig. ~3. 3 
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1200 1220 /240 1300 1320 1340 1400 
Time MST 
Simultaneous measurements of incoming sol radiation 
from Eppley pyrheliometers on the ground and on the top 
of the :::essna 180. January 21, 1964. 
0.30 ~ __ --:-:-:-__ -:-==-__ ~ 
1450 1500 1510 1520 
Same as Fig. B.3. February 10, 1964. 
B-3 
Frocedure 
011 Nove,bec: 13, 1983 between about 1500 and 1300 l\liST~ 
sim.u1:aneous solar radiation meaSUreGlents were i"l1.ade with an Eppley 
pyrhe.liocD.eter on the ground and another clOunted on a Cessna aircraft. 
These meaSUreG1ents were repeated with the aircraft at 500 feet ele-
vation levels starting at an elevation of 5,500 feet and continuing to 
8,000 feet :m. s.l. :2:levation angles of the sun were recorded for each 
i:C1eaStlreI:..1ent. Pressure and air teoperature measuren:e nts also were 
taken from the aircraft. A Denver radiosonde sounding (1700 I'CST) 
was obtained from which precipitable water was computed for the levels 
of interest after verifying the similarity of the Denver observations with 
the ai::-craft temperature and pressure data. 
The basic Brooks' equation (1959) as l"l10dified by Gates (1962) 
is as :'ollows: 
Q = 2·2° exp [-0.Oa8 (PN:/1013)0. 75 - 0.174 (V.;M/20)0.6 - 0.83 (dM)0.9] 
p r 
where C;'. = flux of direct sunlight on a surface perpendicular to the sun's 
P rays in ly / ;:-~1.in. 
p = air pressure in nb. 
w = total precipitable water vapor in the atmosphere in the zenith 
direction (in:cllin. ) 
d = concentration of dust particles in nUE1ber / cc 
~n = air i:J.as s 
r = radius vector of the earth 
The above equation was modified to allow computations based on differences 
between ground and air :"-.1.easurements to be used rather than the absolute 
values of ground and aircraft incident radiation. This adaptation see~-"'--.l.ed 
desirable for several :ceasons. First, recorded values of radiation were 
higher than should have been obtained due principally to the small elevation 
angle Jf the sun (Fig. B.5). Conversion of horizontal radiation measure-
Ll1ents to values of sunlight received on a surface nori11.al to the sun's rays 
is acc J:cnplished by L1.ultiplying the recorded readings by the cosecant of 
of the sun I s elevation angle. Since csc I a -<>- 00 a ~ 0° elevation angles 
must be ::n.easured very precisely if errors are to be kept within acceptable 
lin"lits. This source of ei-ror could be L1inimized by workinG' with differ-
ences between ground and aircr2ft ~:leasureL~:"ents. A second reason for 
.::'1.odif:ring the eq-"lation was to obviate the need for precipitable water ~:'1eas­
















OL-~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~~~~. 
5 7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 
a =Qttltude angle of sun 1 degrees 
Graphical correction of pyrheliometer measu rements of 
inC01l1ing radiation for changes in sun angle. 
equation has been derived for direct sunlight radiation, t:1€! influence 
of scattered and diffuse radiation on the final results is kept to a 
mininlU~-:"l. It should be ei.:l.phasized that the modification of the equa-
tion for layer analysis is required only when the error effects noted 
above are of such a magnitude as to result in negative values of the 
exponential term when applied individually to ground or aire;raft 
readings. If positive values of the exponent were obtained, subtract-
ing the calculated dust concentration based on the ground reading 
from that based on the aircraft observation would eliminate the error 
sources noted above as well as the modified differential layer form 
of the equation. In this experir.."lent preliminary analysis indicated 
that development of the following equations was essential. 
The theory of the modification is that the nature c,f the deple-
tion function is the SaGle for a small differential layer of air as it is 
for the total atmosphere. Since the original Brooks equation is empir-
ical, the validity of the foregoing assumption would have to be tested 
experimentally. The utility of this approach should justify future 





Sea level __ /-"_~tl,o, 
Derivation of equation: 
Let I = normal incident direct beam radiation at the top of the layer 
na L in question. This value is analogous to and replaces 
T 2/r2 of the original equation (ly/min). 
L = the thickness of the air layer of interest, whose lower bound-
ary coincides with the ground surface at some elevation E 
above m. s. 1. (ft.). 
P = total pressure at the ground at the bottom of L . This is 
the SaEl.e term as in Brooks I equation (mb). 
Q = normal incident direct-beam solar radiation at ground level 
p at the bottor.'). of L. This is the same term as In Brooks I 
equation (ly/min) . 
.6.P = the differential pressure of the air layer L , as raeasured by 
m the aircraft (mb) . 
.6.P = the theoretical differential pressure of the air layer L for 
s the standard atmosphere (mb) . 
.6.W = i'll.easured precipitable water content of the layer L (in mm). 
m 
.6.W = theoretical precipitable water content of the layer L for the 
s standard ati.l.Ospl'lere (in mm). 
B-6 
T:le air depletion teri11 of the Brooks equation, O. 08!)(EP/1013)0. 75 
relates aL.lOspheric pressure to the num.ber of air molecules which 
are available for absorption and scattering of solar radiation in the 
total atr..:lOsphere above the point \vhere Qp is m.easured. The term 
P /1013 includes two corrections, one of which is for air mass char-
acteristics at the time of observation. For the air layer L, by analogy, 
~P~1./ DP corrects for air mass characteristics, and elevational dif-
1" S 
ferences are not involved due to the differential treatment. The number 
of air m.olecules involved in depletion must now be reduced for the layer 
by the ratio L/ A. This can be accomplished utilizing the pressure 
terms ~~-n/ p so as to obviate the need for density correction. The 
modified air molecule depletion term now becomes 
0.089 [ (lV~~m ) (~~m n· 75 
s 
The air mass terl~l M is unchanged due to its definition. 
Directly analogous reasoning results in the differential water 
molecule depletion terEl 
M~Wm ~P 0 f' 
0.174[( ~W )( pm)] .0 
s 
~P 
The portion of this expression 
m 
reducing the effective depth of 
P 
the atrnosphere aSSUIl1eS that the water vapor is distributed in the 
atmosphere in the same fashion as are the air l"nolecules. It must 
be emphasized that this is only an approximation and coulu :Je in 
error under certain conditions. 
The resultant differential layer form of the transmittance 
equation may now be written. 
-2 -
M~P M~W ~P r! 
m 0.75 _ 0 17 A. ( m m )0.0 0 9 
Q p = Ina exp [ -0.089 (p~p) . 'l P~W - 0.083(dM) . ] 
s s 
solving in terms of d, 2 
M~P 
1 InI - O. 089 ( P ~pm ) 0. 75 
Mf:j. W f:j.P 0 6 
( m m). 
- 0.174 P~W 
s d = _ [ na s 
m 0.083 
- lnQ 
The susceptibility of the results to errors in calculating lY1 is still 
present in the final equation, and is the largest potential source of 
B-7 
p ] 
error at low sun angles. To i"...1iniLi.1ize this error. a more refined 
forE1 of estil"...1ating 1\1: was used in this experiment rather than 
assuming M = csc {3 (where (3 = elevation angle of the sun). For 
the purposes of this experiment, Iv: = csc ({3 + C) where C = 
correction factor denoting the departure of csc {3 from the optical 
air mass. Values of C were calculated from Table 137 of the 
S..-nithsonian VIeteorological Tables (1951). 
Results 
1. Observations corresponding to aircraft elevations of 6,500 
feet were discarded because the G: observations at the ground were 
larger than those at the plane. Renfaining data yielded the following 
results: 
Ave. dust cone. Relative dust conc. Layer ft. 
particles/ cc particles/ cc/ft. 
sfc. - 5500 
5500 GOOO 
6000 - 7000 
7000 - 7500 
7500 - 8000 
Elev. level 
ft. 
sfc - 5500 
sfc - 3000 
sfc - 7000 
sfc - 7500 
sfc - 8000 
0 0 
0.846 0.001694 
1. 787 0.001787 
0 0 
0 0 
Cu:c",J.ulative dust concentration 






Figs. B.:3 and B. 7 SilOW the results graphically. 
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Elevation above ground - ft. 
Fig. B. 7 2h2.nge in rel2..tiv2 dust concentration with elevation at 
Fort Collins. 2olorado. 1':00 l/;:ST. November 13, 1933. 
3-D 
3. The calculated up:Jer lL-:"1.it of the dust concentration 
(3::>00-7:)00 ft.) corresponds well to the visual top of the haze layer 
ob:::;erved during t:12 experin::ent (350J ft.) 
4. Tile c:1ange in calculated cU.L~"lUlative dust concentration 
with lleight above 7000 feet agrees ali:nost perfectly with the theoret-
ical values assu.Ll"jn~ ne,'Jligiole dUGt content above 7000 feet. 
5. The principal di3crepancy in the results appears to be 
the absence of dust in the surface - 5500 foot layer. 
SOl~rce3 of error: T:le prL::1ary source of error using the 
:."'.ocJified equation is that introduced in the calculation of the optical 
air i-:"lass 1\f~; the low sun angles prevailing during the experir:.1.ent 
probably account for a major part of the discrepancies in the results. 
Standard At:C(lOSphere Constants 
~lev. Elev. ,6. D I W Pw P w Accum.· Accum. ...l..s 
ft. m. mb. g/kg mm i mb. g/kg ~Ps mb. Pw mm. 
51,?G(sfc;) 1580 
10.1 3.25 0.644 :337.4 S~ 3 
0 0 
55e:) 1330 :327.3 6.2 10. 1 0.344 
0JO:) 1830 
1 E. 2 6~OO 0.930 
1312.1 5~ 8 25.3 1.574 15.2 5- 7 0.884 
6580 1930 
. . i'79C.9 5.3 40.5 2.458 15.5 5.42 O~858 I 
'YOGG 21 LlO 
13.5 5. 12 0.705 
:781.4 5.25 56.0 3.,316 
'750C 2230 15.3 Ll.9 0.765 
·737.9 5.0 69. 5 4.021 
JaOO 2L1L1O ~752.S 4.8 84.8 4.736 
3500 2590 
14.0 4.35 0;354 
738.3 4.5 97. a 5.450 
9000 27L!:0 
13.8 Ll. 3,3 O. SIS 
724.8 L1:.25 ' 112. S S.0613 
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Tabulation of Data and Calculated Values 
Ground Data Aircraft Data 
Aircraft 
Aircraft 
Denver Raob I Elev. Sun L esc 
M. V. Ly/min I M. V. Ly/min I Air temp. 
Pressure Pressure 
ft. deg. Sun L n n of in. mb. pressure mb. 
I 
5170 47.2 24.71 837 844.5 
5500 13.5 4.284 0.87 0.348 1. 49 3.4 0.354 1.52 46.2 24.43 828 835.1 ! 
6000 13.0 4.445 0.79 0.316 1. 40 3.8 0.396 1. 76 45.2 23.98 810 820.8 
6500 12.3 4.694 0.90 0.360 1. 69 3.72 0.357 1.67 45.0 23.53 796 806.5 
7000 11.8 4.890 0.51 0.204 1. 00 3.15 0.328 1.60 53.5 23.09 782 792.2 
7500 11. 3 5. 103 0.31 O. 124 0.633 1. 87 O. 195 0.995 54.0 27.65 767 777. 9 
8000 10.7 5.386 0.27 0.108 0.581 1. 58 0.1645 0.891 53.8 22.22 754 763. 6 
8500 10.3 5.595 0.36 O. 144 0.805 1. 50 O. 1561 0.873 52.3 21. 80 738 749.3 
9000 9. 7 5.935 0.43 0.172 1. 02 1. 46 0.152 0.900 51. 2 21. 385 690 735.0 
---- L-~ __ -- --~- --- -- -- ~- ~ - ~~ --
Elev. Denver Raob Raob mixing Raob precipitable "a" Q + a m= Raob precipitable Aircraft L\P 
ft. R. H. (%) ratio g/kg w-ater (in) min. deg. + min. csc (a + a) water (mm) accum.lnb. 
!;)170 4.0 0.0138 0.350 9 
5500 46 3.3 0.0184 
12 13-42 4.222 0.467 27 
6000 42 3.1 0.0189 13 
13-13 4.374 0.470 
6500 46 3.5 14 12-32 4.608 
7000 32 3.0 0.0186 14 12- 2 4.797 
0.472 
7500 17 1.9 
0.0140 15 11-33 4.994 
0.357 
8000 17 1. 85 
0.0107 
16 10-58 5.257 
0.274 
0.0103 0.262 99 8500 16 1. 75 0.0099 
17 10-35 5.445 0.252 
9000 16 1. 70 17 9-59 5.768 
-- -- - - -- L.- -- -- - ~ - --
0_11 
Calculations 
1. Calculations of precipitable water from Denver Raob: 
P = 1/980 
w 
W dp 
where P = precipitable water in cm. 
w 
W = mixing ratio in g/kg. 
dp = pressure change in millibars. 
a. 5170 - 5500 ft. 
P = 1/980 (3. 65) (844. 5 - 835. 1) 
w 
= 3.65/980 (9.4) = 3.50 x 10- 2 cm 
= 0.350 mm (0.0138 in.) 
b. 5500- 6000 ft. 
P = 3.2/980 (835. 1 - 820.8) 
w 
= 3.2/980 (14.3) = 4.67 x 10- 2 cm 
= 0.467 mm (.0184 in.) 
c. 6000 - 6500 ft. 
P = 3.3/980 (820.8 - 806.5) 
w 
= 3.3/980 (14.3) = 4.81 x 10- 2 cm 
= 0.481 mm (0. 189 in.) 
d. 6500 - 7000 ft. 
P = 3.25/980 (806.5 - 792.2) 
w 
= 3.25/980 (14.3) = 4.75 x 10- 2 cm 
= 0.475 mm 
e. 7000 - 7500 ft. 
P = 2.45/980 (792.2 - 777.9) 
w 
= 2.45/980 (14.3) = 3.58 x 10-- 2 cm 
= 0.358 mm 
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f. 7500 - 8000 ft. 
P = 1. 875/980 (777.9 - 763.6) 
w 
:: 1. 875/980 (14.3) :: 2.74 x 10- 2 cm 
:: 0.274 mm 
g. 8000 - 8500 ft. 
P :: 1. 80/980 (763.6 - 749.3) 
w 
:: 1. 80/980 (14.3) :: 2.63 x 10- 2 cm 
:: 0.263 mm 
h. 8500 - 9000 ft. 
P :: 1. 725/980 (749.3 -735.0) 
w 
:: 1. 725/980 (14.3) :: 2.52 x 10- 2 cm 
:: 0.252 mm 
2. Calculation of dust concentrations surface to 5500. 
I :: 1. 52 ly / min 
na 
~P :: 9.0 mb 
m 
~P :: 10.1mb 
s 
M :: 4. 222 
~WM :: 0.35 mm 




:: 1. 49 ly / min 
Calculation of factors: 
1. In I :: I 1. 52 :: 0.41871 
na n 
(9) (4. 222) (9.0) 
(10.1) (837) 
3. (0.0405)" 75 :: O. 0905 
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:: 0.0405 
4 = 0.0247 (~WmM) (~Pm) = (0. 35)(4. 222)(9.0) . ~Ws PB (0. 644)(837) 
5. (0.0247)°· 6 = 0. 1088 
6. 1"1 Q = In 1. 49 = 0.3988 
P 
substitute in equation: 
1 [0.41871 - 0. 089{0. 0905) - 0. 174(0. 1088) - 0.3988] 1. 11 
d = 4. 222 O. 083 
1 =--
4. 222 [
0.41871 - 0.00805 - 0.01891 - 0.3988] 1. 11 
0.083 
= 1 (
-.00705)1.11 1 III 
= (-0.085) . 
4:222 0.083 4.22 
:.d = 0 W / in. limits of experiment error 
Surface to 6000 ft. 
I = 1. 76 Iy/min 
na 
~P = 27 mb 
m 
~P = 25.3mb 
s 
m = 4. 374 
~W = 0.817 
m 
~W = 1.574 
s 
Q
p = 1. 40 ly/min. 
Calculation of factors: 
1. In I = 1n 1. 76 = 0.56531 
na 
~rface to 5500 ft. 
2 = O. 1504 ( ~PmM) (~Pm) = (27)(4.374)(27) . ~P s PB (25. 3)(837) 
3. (0.1504)0.75 = 0.242 
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5. (.0731)"6 = 0.208 
(0.817)(4.374)(27) 
(1.574)(837) 
6. InQ = In 1. 40 = 0.33647 
P 
substitute in equation: 
== 0.0731 
d = ~ [0.56531 - 0.089(.242) - O. 174{0. 208) - 0.33647]1. 11 
m 0.083 
= 1 m 
[0.56531 - 0.02153 - 0.0362 - 0.33647]1. 11 
[ 0.083 
== 1 (0.17111)1.11 
4.374 0.083 
.- _1_ (2.23) = 0.51 
4.374 
,',d = 0.510 particles/cc 
Surface to 7000 ft. 
I - 1. 60 ly/min. 
na 
L\P - 55 mb 
m 
L\P - 56 mb 
s 
m .- 4.797 
L\W = 1. 759 
m 




== 1. 00 ' I . lYl mn:. 





(2. 06) 1. 11 




2. (0.309)0.75 = 0.415 
3. InI = 1n 1. 60 = 0.47000 
na 
4. (~~M) (~m) = (1. 759)(4. 797)(55) (3.316) (837) = O. 167 
5. (0.167)0.6 = 0.342 
6. 1n Q = In 1. 00 = 0 
p 
substitute in equation: 




1 [0. 47000 - 0.0369 - 0.0291] 1. 11 = 4.797 0.083 
1 ( 0.404 t 11 1 (4 87)1. 11 = 5.79 = = 4.797 0.083 4.797 . 4. '797 
particles / cc 
surface to 7000 ft. 
:. d = 1. 21 (" 
Surface to 7500 ft. 
I = O. 995 ly/min 
na 
boP = 70 mb 
m 
boP = 69.5mb 
s 
m = 4.994 
boW = 2. 116 mm 
m 
boW = 4.021 mm 
s 
Q :: O. 633 ly/min. 
p' 
Calculation of factors: 
1. In I = In O. 995 = -0.005 
na 
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( ~:mpSM) (~pPBm) = (70)(4.994)(70) = 2. u (69. 5)(837 0.420 
3. (0.42)0.75 = O. 524 




5. (0. 219) 0 .6 = O. 402 
6. In Q = 1n O. 633 = - O. 457 
P 
substitute in equation: 
d = 1 [-0.005 - 0.089(0.524) - O. 174(0.402) + 0.45711. 11 
4.994 0.083 J 
1 [ -0.005 - 0.0465 - 0.0700 + 0.457] 1. 11 
4.994 0.083 
1 ( O. 3355 ) 1. 11 = 
4.994 0.083 
:. d = 0.942 particles / cc 
Surface to 8000 ft. 
I = O. 891 ly / min 
na 
~P = 83 mb 
m 
~P = 83.8mb 
s 
m = 5.257 
~WM = 2.390 mm 




= 0.581 ly/min. 





1. In I = 1n 0.891 = -0. 11541 
na 
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(4.04)1. 11 4.70 = 
4.994 
surface to 7500 ft. 
2. (:~M) ( ::m) = (8.3)(5.257)(83) = 0.516 (83.8) (837) 
• 
3. (0.516)0.75 = 0.611 
4. 
/ll.WmM) ( ll.~ m ). (2. 39)(5. 257)(83} 
\ D.Ws (4. 786)(837) 
= 0.261 
5. (0.261)0.6 = 0.446 
6. InQ = In 0.581 = -0.543 
p 
substitute in equation: 
1 [-0. 11541 - 0.089(0.611) - o. 174(0.446) + O. 543 J1. 11 
d = 5. 257 0.083 
= 1 [ -0. 11541 - 0.0544 - O. 0775 + 0.543]1. 11 
5.257 0.083 
1 
= -::"'5 ---::. 2:-::5"='7 ( 
O. 2957 ) 1. 11 
0.083 
,', d = O. 777 particles/ cc 
= __ 1_ (3 56)1. 11 = 4.09 
5.257' 5.257 
surface to 8000 ft. 
~--------------------------------
3. Conversion of concentrations in layers from ground to aircraft to 
concentrations in elevational zones. 
1. Concentration in layer surface to 5500 ft. (5170 - 5500 ft.) 
C = 0 particles / cc surface to 5500 ft. <----~~~~~~~-------------
2. 5500 - 6000 ft. 
(330)(0) + (500)(X) 
= 0.51 particles / cc 
830 
500X 
0.51 .. 830 = 
X = 
(0.51)(830) 
= 0.846 particles / cc 
500 
:.C = 0.846particles/cc <: 5500-6000 ft. 
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3. 6000 - 7000 ft. 
(330)(0) + (500)(0. 846) + (lOOO){X) = 1. 21 particlesl cc 
1830 
:.423 + 1000X = 2210 
. X = 2210 - 423 _ 1787 = 
" 1000 - 1000 1. 787 particles Icc 
:. C = 1. 787 particles Icc ( 6000 - 7000 ft. 
4. 7000 - 7500 ft. 
(330){0) + (500)(0.846) + (l000){1. 787) + (500)(X) = 0.942 part./cc 
2330 
423 = 1787 + 500X = 2195 
.'.X 
2195 -423 -1787 -15 
= 0.0 = =-
500 500 
:. C = o particles I cc < 7000 - 7500 ft. 
5. 7500 - 8000 ft. 
(330)(0) + (500){. 846) + (l000)(1. 787) + (500)(0) + (500)(X) 
2830 
0.777 
:.423 + 1787 + 500 X = (2830)(0.777) 
,'. X = 
2200 - 2210 
500 
-10 --500 
:. C = O. 0 particles I cc 
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< 7500 - 8000 ft. 
Conclusions 
This experiment shows that it is possible to obtain a quantitative 
evaluation of the concentration of particles in atmospheric hazes. There 
are, however, several criticisms of this method. First, the basic 
equation by Brooks, based on observations and calculations by Moon 
(1940) is empirical. It is difficult or impossible to evaluate the accuracy 
of the constants used in the equation. Second, haze density may not have 
the same effect on terrestrial radiation that it has on solar radiation. 
Third, the density of haze layers varies with the wind speed and temper-
ature lapse rates in the atmosphere. Measurements made at one time 
of the day may not be meaningful a few hours later. 
Further investigation of this approach to evaluation of haze density 
is planned. 
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